The quantitative reliability of pulmonary PET scans is compromised by respiratory motion. The emergence of simultaneous, whole-body PET/MR imaging enables us to correct for motion artifacts in PET using motion information derived from anatomical MR images. We present here a framework for respiratory motion-compensated PET image reconstruction using simultaneous PET/MR. We have developed a radial FLASH pulse sequence for generating gated volumetric MR images at a reasonable speed without significantly sacrificing image quality. A navigator encapsulated within the pulse sequence enables us to retrospectively compute time bins corresponding to each gate. The deformation fields for each gate with respect to a reference gate are computed from the gated MR images by means of non-rigid registration. The gated MR images are also used to generate individual attenuation maps for each gate. Finally motion-compensated PET reconstruction is performed using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach. The complete framework was applied to a clinical study conducted on the Biograph mMR scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions), which allows simultaneous acquisition of whole-body PET/MR data. This study demonstrates the utility of our framework in generating meaningful estimates of deformation fields and correcting for motion artifacts in PET.
INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary PET scans are confounded by blurring artifacts introduced by respiratory motion. Motion-induced blurring, which may lead to underestimation of tumor activity and overestimation of tumor volume [1] , is a major deterrent for therapeutic monitoring, which relies on the consistency of quantitative information across scans (e.g. pre-and post-therapy). The artifacts are aggravated by the long acquisition times required to obtain PET images with a high enough signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). One approach for alleviating this effect is to perform respiratory gating, in which emission events detected during short time frames corresponding to a specific respiratory phase or gate are used for reconstruction. But, This work was funded in part by NIH R21CA149587, R01EB013293, R21EB012326, and R01CA165221.
since each gated frame contains only a small fraction of the total photon count, this significantly reduces the SNR at each gate. To overcome this trade-off between motion artifacts and SNR reduction, we use motion-compensated PET reconstruction using simultaneous PET/MR. We rely on the anatomical detail in the MR images to extract the deformation field for each gate with respect to a given reference gate and then compute a single motion-free image at the reference phase of motion using emission data for all the gates. While motion compensation has been performed using 4D PET/CT [2] , PET/MR allows far more accurate modeling of motion due to its simultaneous nature (compared to the sequential nature of PET/CT which leads to discrepancies between anatomical and physiological information).
In our prior work, we focused on theoretical aspects of motion compensation and presented a spatially varying regularization technique which improves contrast recovery in the presence of motion [3] . The method is generic, being applicable to both respiratory and cardiac deformation fields obtained from either 4D PET/CT or PET/MR. In this work, we address the specific context of simultaneous PET/MR imaging and focus on practical details of developing a complete framework for respiratory motion compensation. In some of the earlier work reported by our group [4, 5] , MR tagging was used for motion tracking. However, this approach is not feasible for clinical pulmonary scans due to the low proton density in the lungs and due to the fading of tags in course of the respiratory cycle. To address this challenge, we developed a radial FLASH pulse sequence to obtain respiratory-gated MR images. We use a maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach for PET reconstruction [6] . The description of the complete framework is presented in section 2. In contrast with other works such as [7, 8] , which reported PET simulation studies involving motion compensation frameworks for PET/MR, we present motion-compensated reconstruction results using real PET and MR datasets, simultaneously acquired using the Siemens Biograph mMR scanner for simultaneous wholebody PET/MR imaging.
METHODS
The overall process flow for PET and MR data acquisition and processing is described in Fig. 1 . PET data is acquired in list mode. MR k-space data for the gated images and the nav-igator are collected simultaneously with the PET. By correlating navigator signals from different time points, we compute time bins corresponding to different gates. This information is used to generate gated MR images and gated PET sinograms. Using the gated MR images, we compute deformation fields and gated attenuation maps, both serving as inputs to the PET reconstruction module. The MAP reconstruction module then outputs the final PET image.
Fig. 1. Reconstruction framework

Motion-Compensated Data Model
The observed data in PET consists of pairwise coincident emission events corrupted by random and scattered coincidences. For a single respiratory gate (within which motion effects are assumed negligible) the projection matrix can be described using a factored representation [9] :
Here k denotes the gate index, A k is the projection matrix for the kth gate, P sens is a diagonal matrix accounting for detector sensitivity, P blur accounts for detector blurring due to scattering, random coincidences, and crystal penetration, P k attn is a diagonal matrix accounting for attenuation at the kth gate, and P geom represents the geometric projector, the (i, j) th element of which represents the probability that a photon pair produced in voxel j reaches the front faces of the detector pair i. For a data acquisition setup with p such gates, the projection data can then be modeled as:
. . .
Here the T k s are trilinear interpolation matrices generated from voxelwise deformation fields, x is the activity image for the reference gate, y k represents the projection data for the kth gate,r represents the mean of random events, ands represents the mean of scattering events.
MR Image Acquisition
Real-time MR imaging of the full lung volume is challenging because of the limit on acquisition rate and the poor image quality due to low proton density in the lungs. To address this challenge, we have developed our own slice-interleaved golden-angle radial FLASH pulse sequence. For each repetition time (TR), this sequence first acquires a fast sliceprojection navigation signal to track the diaphragm position. It then acquires radial k-space lines in a slice-interleaved fashion. The same sequence of k-lines is acquired from all the prescribed coronal slices in each TR. From TR to TR, the radial k-lines are prescribed according to the golden angle formula: θ k = mod(2.39996k, 2π). Golden-angle radial acquisition was chosen because of its rebinning flexibility.
Deformation Fields and Attenuation Maps
The navigator projections yield a set of columnar MR images perpendicular to the diaphragm. These can be used to extract the diaphragm movement thereby generating time bins corresponding to a number of discrete gates. The slice-interleaved golden-angle radial k-lines are then rebinned into these gates. The gated k-space data is reconstructed iteratively to generate gated MR images. The image corresponding to a given reference gate is registered to the other gated images using non-rigid registration based on diffeomorphic demons to generate the deformation field maps. The trilinear interpolation matrices in (2) are then derived from these deformation fields.
Due to Compton interactions with tissue which scatter photons and diminish their energy, a substantial fraction of PET emission events usually remain undetected. This leads to an attenuation effect which is accounted for in the data model in (1) as P k attn , a diagonal matrix containing survival probabilities representing the attenuation map. This map itself may be susceptible to motion artifacts. Unlike conventional PET/CT, where the CT-derived attenuation map is a static image, PET/MR enables us to use a dynamic attenuation map that is deformed by the motion field and is consistent with the PET emission distribution. The attenuation map is generated by segmenting the MR images into different tissue and organ types and assigning known attenuation coefficients to each segment [10, 11] .
MAP Reconstruction
The maximum a posteriori estimate of the unknown activity image is the maximizer of the posterior probability density function [9] :
The corresponding objective function is of the form : where β is the regularization parameter, L(y|x) is a measure of the likelihood of the data:
and U (x) is the Gibbs energy function associated with the prior distribution. In the context of the motion-compensated reconstruction framework described in section 2.1, this energy function depends only on the reference gate image. For the uniform quadratic penalty, which represents a uniform Gaussian distribution on the nearest-neighbor intensity differences, this function is given by:
The objective function in (4) is minimized using the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm with a bent Armijo line search to impose non-negativity.
RESULTS
We conducted a preliminary clinical scan on a 24 year old male patient with rectal cancer. The patient was injected with 5 mCi [ 18 F]FDG radiotracer. Simultaneous PET/MR data was acquired on the Biograph mMR scanner. All procedures were performed following protocol and institutional standards with prior approval from the MGH Institutional Review Board. PET data was acquired in list mode. For the MR acquisition, slice thickness was set to 5 mm. 24 coronal slices were used to cover the lung volume. The TR was set to 3.3 ms per slice, and the bandwidth was set to 1kHz/pixel. 4096 radial lines with 256 samples per line were acquired in each slice during the course of PET acquisition, which lasted approximately 5.5 min. An excitation angle of 30 o was chosen based on the Ernest angle.
Binning was based on the diaphragm location provided by a short-duration (∼ 3 ms) MR navigator pulse inserted into every TR. Correlation coefficients between the columnar images corresponding to the 4096 navigator projections were used to group the scan duration into 8 time bins corresponding to 8 discrete respiratory phases or gates. This procedure ensures roughly equal counts in each bin. Unlike fixed temporal width binning, our approach is less sensitive to variations in the length of the respiratory cycle. While determining the time bins, we did not differentiate between "wax" and "wane" phases of the respiratory cycle. The binned k-space data was used to generate 8 gated MR images. In spite of the challenge posed by the low proton density in the lungs, the final lung images obtained using this method show prominent blood vessels, which serve as effective landmarks for reliable non-rigid registration for deformation field computation. Figs. 2(a) and (c) show coronal slices from the end-inspiration and endexpiration gated MR images. The end-expiration gate was picked as the reference gate. The deformation field mapping the end-inspiration image to the end-expiration image is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . As expected, the deformation is largest near the base of the lungs and diminishes as we approach the apices. Gated attenuation maps were obtained from the MR images. Finally, motion-compensated MAP reconstruction was performed.
Figs. 3(a) and (b) show the uncorrected and motioncorrected PET images respectively. In this preliminary scan, there were no lung lesions for us to study. However, magnification of a blood vessel located near the diaphragm (also visible in the MR image) reveals prominent motion-induced blurring in the uncorrected image (Fig. 3(c) ). This artifact is absent in the motion-corrected image (Fig. 3(d) ).
CONCLUSION
We have described a complete framework for respiratory motion-compensated PET MAP reconstruction for simulta- 2) It provides deformation fields used to jointly process projection data from multiple gates and estimate a single activity image.
To validate our framework, we performed a preliminary patient study. This clinical study demonstrates that: 1) Although the lungs appear relatively featureless in MR due to low proton density, blood vessels in our generated MR images suffice as landmarks for reliable computation of deformation fields by means of non-rigid registration. 2) Although the lung scan was normal, blood vessels in the proximity of the diaphragm had prominent motion artifacts, which were eliminated by motion-compensated image reconstruction.
As future work, we will be conducting studies on patients with lung lesions. Motion compensation significantly improves the quantitative reliability of PET images. This is particularly essential for staging and restaging in the context of therapeutic assessment and planning for lung cancer.
For these future studies, our goal will be to determine the improvement in quantitation achieved by means of motioncompensated simultaneous PET/MR by correlating our results with pathological outcomes and comparing the results with 4D PET/CT.
